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Distributed infrastructure for TinyML apps
Decoupling intelligence

HOTG is building the distributed infrastructure to 
pave the way for AI enabled edge applications

Develop at warp speed Device orchestrationAutomate deployments

















Silicon

Software Data

Neural Decision Processors

• At-Memory Compute
• Sustained High MAC Utilization
• Native Neural Network Processing

ML Training Pipeline

• Enables Production Quality 
Deep Learning Deployments

Data  Platform

• Reduces Data Collection 
Time and Cost

• Increases Model 
Performance

End-to-End 
Deep Learning 

Solutions 

for 

TinyML &  Edge AI
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LIVE ONLINE November 2-5, 2021
(9-11:30 am China Standard time)

https://www.tinyml.org/event/asia-2021/

Free event courtesy of our sponsors and strategic partners 

Register today!

Technical Programm Committee

ASIA

More sponsorships are available: sponsorships@tinyML.org

https://www.tinyml.org/event/asia-2021/
mailto:sponsorships@tinyML.org


Submissions accepted until September 17th, 2021
Winners announced on October 1st, 2021 ($6k value)

Sponsorships available: sponsorships@tinyML.org
https://www.hackster.io/contests/tinyml-vision

collaboration with

Focus on: 
(i) developing new use cases/apps for tinyML vision; and (ii) promoting tinyML tech & companies in the developer 
community

Open now



tinyML Kenya

tinyML Kenya meetup: https://www.meetup.com/tiny-ml-enabling-ultra-low-power-ml-at-the-edge-kenya/

Committee

Clinton Oduor

Clinton is a cofounder of Rhions Lab Limited, a 
wildlife conservation startup building state of art 
technology to counter illegal wildlife trafficking, 
poaching and Human-wildlife conflicts. He is also 

an Edge Impulse Ambassador.

Joseph Shitote
Joseph is a research assistant at @iLabAfrica, Strathmore 

University. He has a background in Electrical and Electronics 
Engineering and extensive experience in research, project work 

and training on Internet of Things (IoT) technologies. He has 
mentored over ten startups, under the European Union-Horizon 

2020 program and  trained over 500 participants under the 
Motorola Solutions Foundation grant and joint Africa – Europe 

WAZIHUB program.

Members

132

@TinyMLKenya

https://www.meetup.com/tiny-ml-enabling-ultra-low-power-ml-at-the-edge-kenya/


Next tinyML Talks

Date Presenter Topic / Title

Thursday,
October 14

Jan Jongboom, 
Co-founder and CTO, Edge Impulse

Chasing cows: Making Africa smarter with 

embedded ML

Webcast start time is 8 am Pacific time

Please contact talks@tinyml.org if you are interested in presenting

mailto:talks@tinyml.org


Reminders

youtube.com/tinyml

Slides & Videos will be posted 
tomorrow

tinyml.org/forums

Please use the Q&A window for your 
questions



Pete Warden

Pete Warden is the technical lead of the 
TensorFlow Lite Micro open source project at 
Google and the author of the TinyML book 
from O'Reilly. He was previously CTO of 
Jetpac, a computer vision startup acquired by 
Google in 2014, and has worked at Apple. He 
can be found on Twitter as @petewarden.



Who am I?

Technical Lead of TensorFlow Lite Micro at Google

- Open source machine learning framework

- https://www.tensorflow.org/lite/microcontrollers

- Fits machine learning models in less than 20KB

- Used for embedded devices

- Contact me at petewarden@google.com

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://www.tensorflow.org/lite/microcontrollers
mailto:petewarden@google.com
https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


What am I here to talk about?

- TinyML is the idea that machine learning on cheap, low-power embedded 

devices opens up new applications

- I believe it has a lot of characteristics that make it a good fit for uses in the 

developing world

- I’m here to share what I know, and then learn and listen from domain 

experts to better understand if there are good uses

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


Practical Examples

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


Plant Village

Collaboration between 

Penn State and Google

https://news.psu.edu/story/513

236/2018/04/02/research/penn-

state-developed-plant-disease-

app-recognized-google

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://news.psu.edu/story/513236/2018/04/02/research/penn-state-developed-plant-disease-app-recognized-google
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NlpS-DhayQA
https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


Rainforest 
Connection

https://blog.google/technology/ai/figh

t-against-illegal-deforestation-

tensorflow/

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://blog.google/technology/ai/fight-against-illegal-deforestation-tensorflow/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lbn6kVlFaSQ
https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


There are a lot more examples

https://www.wildlabs.net/ is a fantastic resource to learn more

The examples I showed are all using smartphones

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://www.wildlabs.net/
https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


How is TinyML different?

Smartphones Embedded

Large solar panels Tiny panels or AA batteries

Bulky, hard to install Size of a coin, peel and stick

Expensive, $100+ Cheap, < $1

Sensitive to heat and moisture Hardy

Easy to program Hard to program

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


What sort of things can you do?

- Detect audio: Chainsaws, voice interfaces, bird calls

- Detect movement: Gesture recognition, magic wands, packages

- Detect images: Count people, cars, animals, inventory

- Other sensor data: Monitor machinery, power usage

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


How do you learn to program these devices?

- You can buy an embedded development kit for $15

- There are cheap or free learning resources:
- https://www.edx.org/professional-certificate/harvardx-tiny-machine-learning

- https://tinymlbook.com

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://www.edx.org/professional-certificate/harvardx-tiny-machine-learning
https://tinymlbook.com
https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


Why do I think this might fit developing 
countries?

When there’s no legacy infrastructure a lot of innovation happens, as seen with 

smartphones.

Embedded devices can work with no network or power grid.

The capital costs of education and building devices are very low.

A lot of problems that embedded ML can address are acute in the Global South, 

including water, agriculture, health, and ecology.

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


What about education?

- Models are usually small and can be trained on free Colab notebooks

- Hardware is often $25 or less per board

- Getting started doesn’t require specialized knowledge or training

- It’s a brand-new field for research, so there are plenty of impactful projects 

that can be done by people early in their work, since we’re all newbies!

These make it very suitable for developing world applications.



Am I Right?

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


What are we trying already?

Building an academic network with TinyML4D: https://tinymlx.org/#TinyML4D

Dataset initiatives through MLCommons.org and Common Voice.

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://tinymlx.org/#TinyML4D
https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


● Speech recordings of spoken 
words in over 50 languages

● Extracted from Common Voice
● 340,000+ words
● 23.7 million one-second 

recordings
● 6,000+ hours
● Commercial use ok (CC-BY)
● Maintained by 

MLCommons.org

Multilingual Spoken Words Corpus
Under review: https://openreview.net/forum?id=c20jiJ5K2H

● 50+ languages
● Collectively spoken by over 5 Billion people
● Regular updates with more data
● Includes forced alignments for all of 

Common Voice
● Includes train/dev/test splits

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


Few Shot Keyword Spotting in Any Language

● We extract keywords from Mozilla Common Voice via forced 
alignment: 4.3M examples, 3,126 keywords, 22 languages

● Our multilingual embedding model is trained on 9 languages 
to represent keywords as speaker-independent vectors

● For any keyword in any language, we fine-tune new 
keyword-spotting models using just 5 training examples 

Methodology

In classification accuracy 
for keyword spotting, our 
embedding model 
generalizes to new 
languages which were not 
observed during training

GENERALIZING TO ANY LANGUAGE

Interactive visualizer for 
streaming keyword 
spotting

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


What are the next steps?

- I want to avoid White Savior complex. I’m very ignorant of what people 

actually need.

- My goal is to empower the domain experts in the developing world who are 

facing these problems.

- I hope to provide educational materials to help them understand what new 

tools have emerged over the last few years.

- I’m hoping to hear from those in the field about what they need.

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


Thanks!

Contact me:

petewarden@google.com

@petewarden

Slides at bit.ly/3yTUuDF

mailto:petewarden@google.com
https://twitter.com/petewarden
https://bit.ly/3yTUuDF


Copyright Notice

This multimedia file is copyright © 2021 by tinyML Foundation. 
All rights reserved. It may not be duplicated or distributed in any 
form without prior written approval.

tinyML® is a registered trademark of the tinyML Foundation.

www.tinyml.org



Copyright Notice

This presentation in this publication was presented as a tinyML® Talks webcast. The content reflects the 
opinion of the author(s) and their respective companies. The inclusion of presentations in this 
publication does not constitute an endorsement by tinyML Foundation or the sponsors.

There is no copyright protection claimed by this publication. However, each presentation is the work of 
the authors and their respective companies and may contain copyrighted material. As such, it is strongly 
encouraged that any use reflect proper acknowledgement to the appropriate source. Any questions 
regarding the use of any materials presented should be directed to the author(s) or their companies.

tinyML is a registered trademark of the tinyML Foundation.

www.tinyML.org


